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Letter Sent on 04 June 2015 (Tuesday)
Date: 2072/02/21

Reference No. 995 / Dispatch No. 071/72
To
All 5 Central Offices,
All 5 Regional Directorates, &
All 70 District Post Offices
Subject: To Follow the Circular

Though Postal service is one of the largest organizations in our country and has
its inter-connection worldwide with different national and international organizations, it
has not yet been able to utilize the modern developments of information technology.
Seeking better but sustainable postal services with maximizing the utilization of
opportunities with prevailing legal procedures, advancing in modern technologies and
satisfying customer satisfaction is our crying need. Not being able to go ahead as said
previously though having financial, material and human resources, we are forced to get
behind, and this has taught us to improve with utmost sincerity. Hence, the duties and
responsibilities that are accomplished either by your or under you have to be sincerely
accomplished in order to improvise the present working status of Nepal Post serving our
people and it is also recommended to send us your feedback if any to fulfill our duties to
regularly improve the quality of our services that we provide.
You are requested to follow the given instructions in order to improve our Quality of
Service & Postal Performance:
1. To maintain workable environment by keeping the Post Office premises clean
and tidy, having Dress-code followed by our employees, proper maintenance and
keeping good record of the regular and additional departmental postal
employees,
2. To take legal authority before recruiting or hiring or signing agreements staff
either from the Department or from the regional directorates,
3. To provide details of the staff, property, works, etc. immediately in time of need
either by the Ministry or the Department,
4. To initiate individually and also provide practical feedback to improvise, simplify
and economize postal mails carrying routes within and outside the local districts
and the capital in order to maintain in-time-transmission of mails,
5. To assist and ensure for timely collection and on-time-delivery of LC/AOs, Parcels,
EMS and other postal items,

6. To keep eyes on mail transport, to improve if any to smoothen and even to
manage efficiency if it is practically required,
7. To regularly monitor, evaluate and report to relevant Department, and
Directorates of the physical structures being built in the district offices or Areas
and to create favorable environment for accomplishment of such tasks as guided
by the prevailing laws,
8. Accounts officer’s duty is to maintain Revenue collection, status of stamps sales,
keeping records of people and property of related offices and it is also requested
to accounts officer to have regular internal and external audits and accomplish
their tasks within given timeframe,
9. To request for the required materials and resources from the Department if any
in time, to provide such resources within APOs and ADPOs sincerely and timely. If
there are any items (ole and useless materials and machines) left unattended,
proceed to the auction as mentioned by our laws,
10. To provide Postal Accounts to all postal employees including ADPOs staff and
provide their salaries and allowances only in their accounts, not by cheque or
cash and provide its details to the department within (2072/06/15), Nepali
calendar,
11. The Regional Directorates should regularly check for the smooth flow of postal
mails, collection and delivery, revenue collection, etc, monitor and evaluate their
relevant District Post Offices and provide feedback with comments to the
Department if any,
12. Regional Directorates should follow the prevailing rules and regulations and
maintain the same for replacement or transfer of postal employees from one
place to another,
13. To smoothen tele-centers at Districts and also provide alternative means for
effective tele-center operations,
14. To initiate in making offices equipment and technology friendly and modernize
postal public service delivery, inspire postal employees to work with computers,
train them if needed, manage Counters Automation and keep Postal Saving
Accounting System through the provided software,
15. There are some Postal buildings being already built in District Post Offices. Postal
authorities are ordered to look after safety, maintenance and protection
regularly. In those districts where Postal buildings are under construction, please
ensure that right materials are used, guide and monitor the purchasers

(successful bidder/constructors), maintain zero-tolerance to compromise and
ensure that the construction is earthquake resistant,
16. To provide details of Annual Revenue Collection by the end of June (Nepalese
fiscal year) to the Department, &
17. To initiate, discuss and provide relevant feedback for Postal performance with
functionaries that can be done immediately and those to be done in the long run.
Copy Carried to:
Hon. Secretary, Sunil Bahadur Malla,
Ministry of Information and Communications,
Singh Durbar, Kathmandu

(Drona Pokhrel)
Director General

